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Abstract 
McCord, C.K., Lefschetz and Nielsen coincidence numbers on nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds, 
Topology and its Applications 43 (1992) 249-261. 
Suppose M,, M, are compact, connected orientable manifolds of the same dimension. Then for 
all pairs of maps A g: M, + M,, the Nielsen coincidence number N(f; g) and the Lefschetz 
coincidence number L(f; g) are measures of the number of coincidences off and g: points x E M, 
with .f(x) = g(x). A manifold is a nilmanifold (solvmanifold) if it is a homogeneous space of a 
nilpotent (solvable) Lie group. If M, and Mz are compact connected orientable solvmanifolds, 
then N(f; g) 3 IL(A g)l for all f and g, with equality for all f and g if Mz is a nilmanifold. 
Ke.rwords: Nielsen number, Lefschetz number, coincidences, solvmanifold, nilmanifold. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 55M20; secondary 54H25. 
If f: X + X is a selfmap on a compact polyhedron, the Nielsen number N(f) 
and the Lefschetz number L(f) are two classic integer invariants used to detect and 
count fixed points ofJ: Roughly speaking, the Nielsen number is a topological count 
of fixed points, while the Lefschetz number is an algebraic count. The Nielsen 
number carries more information, while the Lefschetz number is more computable. 
Thus, relating the two (properly, relating N(f) and IL(f)]) is of interest. Unfortu- 
nately, they are in general unrelated: for a typical polyhedron X, given any integer 
n, there is a selfmap f: X -+ X such that the difference N(f) - IL(f)1 = n. 
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It is reasonable then to ask for conditions on X or f which allow N(f) and 
IL(f)1 to be related. In particular, we would like to find conditions on X which 
guarantee N(f) = IL(f)\ for all f: The first result along these lines is that of Brooks, 
Brown, Pak and Taylor [6], which showed that if T is a torus, all f: T+ T have 
N(f) = IW)l. Th’ is was extended by Anosov [l] and Fade11 and Husseini [8] to 
selfmaps on nilmanifolds. Simple examples show that the equality fails for solvmani- 
folds. However, in [ll], the author showed that the inequality N(f)2 /L(f)] does 
hold for selfmaps. This is still of some use, as the Lefschetz number is then a 
computable lower bound for the number of fixed points. 
All of this has a natural extension to coincidences. Forf; g : X + Y, the coincidence 
set C(f, g) = {x E X If(x) = g(x)} is the natural generalization of the fixed point set 
of a selfmap. In a similar fashion, a Nielsen coincidence number N(J; g) and 
Lefschetz coincidence number L(f; g) are defined (though L(f; g) is only defined 
if X and Y are compact orientable manifolds of the same dimension). And once 
again, the Nielsen coincidence number provides the better estimate (a lower bound 
on the number of coincidences, which is sharp under some hypotheses on Y), while 
the Lefschetz coincidence number is more computable. In this paper, we seek to 
generalize the results of [l, 6,8, 111 to this new setting. The main results of this 
paper are: 
Theorem 1. If S, , S, are compact connected orientable solvmanifolds with dim(S,) = 
dim(&), thenfor everyA g : S, + Sz, there exist f ‘, g’ homotopic to f and g with exactly 
N(f; g) coincidences, each forming a distinct coincidence class with coincidence index 
1 or -1. If S2 is a nilmanifold, then all coincidence classes have the same index. 
Theorem 2. If S, , S, are compact connected orientable solvmanijiolds with dim(S,) = 
dim(&), then N(J; g) 2 jL(J; g)l for every f; g : S, + Sz, with equality if S, is a nil- 
manifold. 
An example at the end of Section 3 shows that equality need not hold if Sz is 
not a nilmanifold. The equality is also established in [7], using different methods, 
in the special case where Sr = SZ is a nilmanifold. It is currently unknown whether 
N(f, g) = ]L(i g)l for all J; g: S, + S2 implies that S2 is a nilmanifold. 
In Section 1, the required preliminaries on the topology of nilmanifolds and 
solvmanifolds are developed. In Section 2, the basic theory of the Nielsen and 
Lefschetz coincidence numbers is briefly outlined, and main results are proved in 
Section 3. 
1. Topology of nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds 
In this section, we consider the necessary preliminaries on the topology of 
nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds. The topology of nilmanifolds is described in [lo]; 
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the topology of solvmanifolds in [12] and [15]. A nilmanifold (solvmanifold) is a 
homogeneous space of a nilpotent (solvable) Lie group. We will consider only 
compact connected homogeneous spaces. Without loss, the Lie group may be 
assumed to be connected and simply connected. While there are important differen- 
ces between the two classes of manifolds, they share several useful properties: 
(1) If S is a solvmanifold, then S is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type K ( T, 1) 
with finitely generated torsion-free fundamental group. 
(2) Two solvmanifolds are homeomorphic if and only if their fundamental groups 
are isomorphic. 
(3) A group 7~ can be realized as the fundamental group of a nilmanifold if and 
only if v is discrete, finitely generated, torsion free and nilpotent. A group v can 
be realized as the fundamental group of a solvmanifold if and only if rr is a discrete 
strongly torsion-free Y-group. 
A strongly torsion-free Y-group is a group rr with a finitely generated torsion-free 
nilpotent I- 4 rr such that Z-/T is free Abelian. Clearly, any finitely generated 
torsion-free nilpotent group is a strongly torsion-free Y-group; and every strongly 
torsion-free Y’-group is solvable. 
Given a discrete strongly torsion-free Y-group rr, there is a unique maximal 
nilpotent group N(r) c r such that [rr, ~1 c N(rr) [2]. Let 
X(9r)={T U 57/TCN(rr), rr/r is torsion free}. 
A”( rr) is partially ordered by inclusion, with a unique maximal element M( rr) such 
that [rr, Z-] c M(r). If rr = n(S) and r E X(n), then r can be realized as the 
fundamental group of a nilmanifold N and r/T as the fundamental group of a 
solvmanifold B. Moreover, the groups are related by the exact sequence 
It is natural to ask if S can be fibered over B by N in such a way as to realize 
this sequence as the fundamental group sequence of the fibration. An affirmative 
answer is found in [ll]. 
Theorem 1.1. If S is a solvmanifold with T(S) = T and rE X(T), then there exists a 
fiber bundle N + S+ B with N a nilmanifold and B a solvmanifold. There is an 
isomorphism of short exact sequences 
l-r(N)+ r(S)+ VT(B)+ 1 
The orientability of such fibrations will be of some interest. Since both base and 
fiber are Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, the fibration will be orientable if and only if 
T(B) acts trivially on rr( N). If we identify n(N) with r c rr, then the action of 
r/T on r which determines the orientability of the fibration is the natural projection 
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of the conjugation action of n on lY That is, there is a section s : s-/r + n so that 
the action of n/T is given by the conjugation action of s(r/r). The kernel of the 
action 6’(r) is the projection to rr/T of r* Y(r), where +2(r) is the centralizer of 
r in 7r. 
Lemma 1.2. If N + S+ B is an orientable jibration of solvmanifolds, then S is a 
nilmanifold if and only if N and B are nilmanifolds. 
Proof. If N and B are nilmanifolds and n(S) = rr, then rr( N) = r E X(r) with r/T 
nilpotent. The fibration is orientable, so rr/T = r. %(T)/T and rr = r. G%(r). Since 
rr/T is nilpotent, there is an m such that rrm c lY Finally, since [r, r. Y?(r)] = 
[r, r], we see by induction that T?+~ c r’. Then if r” = 1, &“+’ = 1 and 7r is 
nilpotent. 0 
In what follows, this will be the essential distinction between nilmanifolds and 
solvmanifolds. The inequality between the Nielsen number and the Lefschetz number 
will be proved by induction on the dimension of the manifold. To prove equality 
inductively, the fibration will have to be orientable. Since the class of nilmanifolds 
is closed under orientable fibrations, the equality obtained for nilmanifolds cannot 
be extended to solvmanifolds. On the other hand, if S is a nilmanifold, there is 
always a nontrivial orientable fibration. Namely, if r is nilpotent, then the center 
Z:(n) E X(r) is nontrivial. Then any r E JV( rr) with r G 2:(n) will generate an 
orientable fibration. If rr”+’ = 1, then rr” is a useful example of such a r 
A related question is the orientability of nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds as 
manifolds. In general, if F + E + B is a fibration with F and B orientable manifolds 
of dimension f and b respectively, then E will be orientable if and only if T(B) 
acts trivially on H’(F). In particular, if N is a nilmanifold, the fibration induced 
by .%( r( N)) is orientable, with a torus as fiber and a nilmanifold of lower dimension 
as base. Then by induction, every nilmanifold is orientable as a manifold. Solvmani- 
folds are not orientable in general (e.g. the Klein bottle). 
In order to exploit these fibrations for coincidence theory, we need to consider 
their relation to maps between solvmanifolds. Let S,, S2 be solvmanifolds. Since 
both are K(rr, 1) spaces, there is a natural bijection between [S,, S,] and 
Hom( r(S,), r(S)). If N, + S, + Bi is the fibration induced by ri E X( vi), we want 
to know which homotopy classes [f ] E [S,, $1 contain a map f which is fiber 
preserving with respect to these fibrations. 
Theorem 1.3. Let S, , S2 be solvmanifolds with rri the fundamental group of Si. Suppose 
r, E X(rri) and N, + S, + B, is thejibration induced byr;. Zff: S, + S2 hasf#(r,) cI’,, 
then there exists an f’ = f which is fiber preserving with respect to the fibrations 
N,-+S,+B, and N2+SZ+B2. 
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Proof. Iff+(r,) c rz, then there exists a 4 : r( B,) + T( B2) so that there is a commu- 
tative diagram 
1- %-(N,)- 4%) - r(&) - 1 
rk 
I 4 4 
1 - ?T(N,) - 4%) - TX(&) - 1 
Choose a [g]E[B,,&] with g#=4. Then g,op,,=p,,of, and gap,-p,of: 
This lifts to a homotopy f’-f with f’ covering g. 0 
There are several canonical choices for r,, r, which have f,(r,) c r, for all 
[f] E [S,, S,]. If 0 c M(r), 04 r, let N( 0) be the unique minimal element of 
X(n) containing 0. If 4 : n, + rTT2 is a homomorphism and Oi G M( ri) with Oi Q n, 
and 4(0,) c @,, then 4(N( 0,)) c N(4( 0,)) c N( 0,). Thus if there exist (normal) 
0, c M(ri) with every 4(0,) C 02, they will generate fibrations in which every 
[f] E [S, , S,] can be represented by a fiber-preserving map. 
The lower central series rri = [rr, Z--I] and the derived series r(i) = [rr, ~~‘~‘~1, 
with r” = n(O) = rr, supply just such groups. If rr is nilpotent, the lower central series 
descends to 1: there is an n such that 7~” # 1, n”+’ = [n, rr”] = 1. The fibration 
induced by N(r’) has nilmanifolds as base and fiber, and is not orientable in 
general. However, since rr” L LY( r), we have N( 7~“) C Z(r). Thus the corresponding 
fibration is orientable, with a torus as fiber. On the other hand, if rr is solvable, the 
lower central series descends to some nTTI 4 rr and the derived series descends to 
1. The fibration induced by N(n’) has nilmanifolds as base and fiber; the fibration 
induced by N( n (‘I) has a nilmanifold as fiber and a solvmanifold as base. However, 
if rE 2 rrci), the base will be a nilmanifold, while the fibration induced by N( rl) 
has a torus as base. 
More importantly, all of these groups are preserved by homomorphisms. If 
4:rr,+‘i~~, then 4(ri)G7ri and +(&i”)c rt’ for all i. In summary, we have 
Theorem 1.4. Suppose S, , S2 are solvmanifolds with rr, the fundamental group of S,. 
Let N, + Si + B, be thejbration induced by N (rr:) or N (pi’)). Then for every f: S, -+ S2 
there exists an f '= f which isfiber preserving with respect to thejbrations N, + S, + B, 
and N,-+&+ B,. 
2. Coincidence numbers 
We now briefly review the basis of coincidence theory. We will work in the 
category of compact connected manifolds and continuous maps. However, as smooth 
(i.e., C”) maps are dense in continuous maps, we may assume maps to be smooth 
whenever convenient. If M, , Mz are manifolds, f; g : M, + M, maps, let Coin(f; g) = 
{x E M, If(x) = g(x)} be the coincidence set of (A g). To analyze this set, we begin 
by partitioning it into coincidence classes C(f, g) (or just C when f and g are 
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understood). If x, y E Coin(f, g), set x-y if there exists a path w in M, from x to 
y with fo w = g 0 w (rel 0, 1). Clearly, each coincidence class is a union of path 
components of Coin(f, g) which is open in Coin(L g) and compact. Denote the set 
of coincidence classes of Coin(f; g) by %(J; g). 
If F :fO -f, and G : g,- g, , then coincidence classes C,,E %(fO, g,) and C, E 
%!(f,, g,) are (F, G)-related if there exist X,E C,, x, E C, and path w in M, such 
that the paths (F, w) and (G, u), defined by (F, a)( I) = F,(w( t)), are homotopic in 
M2. A class C E %(f, g) is topofogicalfy essential if, for every F :f-f’, G : g = g’, 
there exists a class C’E B(f’, g’) which is (F, G)-related to C. That is, the class 
cannot be “homotoped away”. The Nielsen coincidence number N(f; g) is the number 
of topologically essential coincidence classes off and g. 
The Nielsen coincidence number is, by construction, a homotopy invariant and 
a lower bound on the number of coincidences off’ and g’ for every f'-f and 
g’= g. For manifolds M, , M2 with (Mz x M2, M2 x M,\A(M,)) 2-connected, it is a 
sharp lower bound [4]. However, it cannot be used directly to estimate the number 
of coincidences off and g, since complete information about C(f; g) (indeed, about 
C(f ‘, g’) for all f ‘=f, g’= g) is required before N(f, g) can be computed. So, to 
make it a useful tool for estimating C(J g), indirect methods of computation are 
required. One approach begins by replacing the concept of topologically essential 
classes with that of algebraically essential classes. 
This is done by introducing a coincidence index. A variety of indices are possible 
in different settings [3], but the following will suffice for our purposes. Suppose M, 
and M2 are both n-manifolds. For each coincidence class (in fact, for any set 
C c Coin(f; g) which is open in Coin(L g) and compact) a coincidence number Z& 
is defined. If W, V are neighborhoods of C with C c W c w c V and Coin(f, g) n 
V = C, then let (J; g). be the composition 
K(M,) - Hn(M,, M,\W c K(V, v\w 
(f;. n.) 
- Hn(M,x Mz, M,x W\A(MJ). 
If z, E H,,(M,) is the fundamental class of M, and 
is the Thorn class of M2, then Z& = (U,, (L g).(z,)). This is independent of V and 
W, and has the following properties [14]: 
(1) Coincidence: if I& # 0, then C # $. 
(2) Homotopy: if F: fO = f,, G: g,, = g, and there exists a V such that Vn 
Coin( F, G) is compact, then C, = V n Coin( fO, g,) and V n C, = Coin( f, , g,) have 
%“= Q%. 
(3) Additivity: if C = UC,, then I&=C I&. 
(4) Products: Given f; g : M, + M2 and f’, g’: M i + Mi and C C Coin(f; g), C’C 
Coin(f’, g’), l& and Z&, are defined if and only if I&T.FiXg. is defined. If all are 
defined, I~x~~~xgt = Z& . I&.. 
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A coincidence class C is algebraically essential if 1:; # 0. Of course, an algebrai- 
cally essential class is essential: if f’= f and g’- g, then the corresponding class 
C’# ,!8. Conversely, if dim( M,) > 2, then for every f and g there exist f’-f and 
g’- g such that, for each coincidence class C of (A g), the corresponding class C’ 
consists of a single point if C is essential and is empty if C is inessential [ 131. Thus 
the Nielsen number can be defined as the number of algebraically essential coin- 
cidence classes. 
Contrasting with it an algebraic count of the essential classes: IrR = 1 I:;, the 
sum over all coincidence classes of the coincidence index. Of course, this can be 
computed directly, using W = V = M, to generate (f, g). . This is also a homotopy 
invariant, but it is not in general a good estimate on the number of essential 
coincidence classes. 
This for two reasons. First, there can be cancellation. If Coin(f; g) has two 
coincidence classes C,, C, with IF; = 1 and 1:; = -1, then every f’=f and g’- g 
have at least two coincidence points, yet Z,,, - 0 detects none. Second, there can be 
multiplicity. If Coin(J; g) consists of a single point c with I.;,, = 2, then I,;, = IF,, 
overestimates the number of coincidences off and g. However, it is at least true 
that if If,,: f 0, then N(f, g) # 0 and Coin(f, g) # 0. 
Moreover, I,,, is relatively easy to compute. In rational coefficients, let 
D, : H”(M,) + H,_,(M,) be the duality isomorphism and let @,,(A g) be the 
composition 
The Lefschetz coincidence number L(f; g) is defined as Ci=,, (-1)” tr( @,(A g)), and 
the Lefschetz coincidence theorem states that L(f; g) = Z,,p. 
While fibrations of solvmanifolds will play a central role in the proof of Theorem 
1, we require little of the Nielsen theory for fibrations. We need only to understand 
the relation in our special case between coincidence classes in the total space and 
fiber. The following lemma provides this information. 
Notation: if G, H are groups and 4, +: G + H are homomorphisms on G, define 
the coincidence set of 4 and $ to be Coin(+, $) = {g E G 14(g) = (cl(g)}. Clearly, 
Coin(& I,!J) is a subgroup of G for all 4, $, and in particular is nonempty. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose F, + E, + B, are jibrations with r(F,) + r( E2) injective, and 
f, g : E, + E, are fiber-preserving maps covering 7, g : B, + B2. Further, suppose f, 2 
have exactly N(x S) coincidences; and at b, E Coin( 1 g), T#, g+ : n( B,, b,) + 
Z-(B,, b,) have Coin(f,, 8,) = 1. Then if N(f, g)#O, and Cc E, is an essential 
coincidence class in E, with 6, E p,( C), then C c F,,,, and C is an essential coincidence 
class Offh, gh: F,h, + Fzhl. 
Proof. Suppose x, y E C, with path w from x to y in E, such that f 0 w = g 0 w. Then 
p,(x),p,(y)~Coin(f,g) are connected by W=p,w in B, with fo&-go6. The 
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hypothesis ICoin(x g)l= N(x g) is equivalent to assuming that every point in 
Coin(x g) forms a distinct essential coincidence class. That is, p,(x) =p,(y), and 
C cp,‘(b,) = F,b,. 
Now consider the maps fb, g,, : F,,,, + Fzh, and x, y E C. Then (5 is a loop at b, in 
B, with f#[W] = g,[G]. Since Coin(f&, gh#) = 1, [W] = 6, and w is homotopic to 
a loop (Y in F,,,, with f 0 a = g 0 (Y in Sz, hence in FT(~,~, as 7~( F2) + rr, is injective. 0 
Note that the condition ICoin(x g)l = N(x g) is always satisfied if the base is a 
nilmanifold, while r( F2) + 7~( E2) is injective if S, is a solvmanifold and the fibration 
is induced by some r, E JV( 7r*). In the next section, we will show (Theorem 3.4) 
that Coin(x g) = 1 when N(x g) # 0. 
3. Coincidence numbers for solvmanifolds 
The main theorems are proved by induction on dim(S,). For such an approach, 
we need to construct fibrations F, + Si + Bi for i = 1,2 with I; = rr( F,) such that 
f,(r,), g,(T,) c r2 and dim(r,) = dim(fJ. Of course, selecting r, = & or r, = ~1” 
will ensure f,(r,), g,(T,) C r,, but it will not ensure dim(r,) = dim(I’,). The follow- 
ing sequence of lemmas will enable us to construct the required fibrations. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose N is a nilmantfold whose universal cover is a simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group I?; T a torus whose universal cover is a simply connected Abelian 
Lie group ?. Suppose f; g : N + T are maps which ltft to homorphisms 1, g : I? + f. Let 
C, = Coin(f; g), C,+ = CoinCf+, g+), G =f (C,), C,+ =f+(C,,). Then 
(1) C, and C, are submanifolds of N and T respectively. 
(2) C,, E Wn(N)), CM E WT(T)). 
(3) The inclusion maps i,, : 5-(C,) + rr( N), iz+ : r( CJ -+ n(T) map n( C,) and 
7r(C2) isomorphically onto C,, and C2 respectively. 
(4) dim( C,) = dim( Ci#). 
Proof. Since ? and T are Abelian groups, we can consider instead roots of 1-g 
and f-g. Let i =(j-g))‘(7r(T)). Clearly, C, =p,(k) and C,=p,o~(K). Since 
i and f(g) are closed subgroups of fi and r? respectively, both they and their 
images C, and C, under p, and pz are submanifolds. 
Since j and g are extensions off+ and g #, C,, = ker(f - g)# = rr( N) n I&, where 
K, = ker(T- g) is the connected component of the identity in K. Similarly, C2# = 
r(T) nf( K,). Since K, and f( K,) are connected Lie subgroups of fi and ?, C,, E 
X( V( N)) and C,, E X( r( T)). Moreover, if C,O is the connected component of 
p,(l) in C,, then K,=p,‘(C,,J and C,, = r(C,,J = r(C,). Likewise, if C,, is the 
connected component of 0 in Cz, then f( K,) = p;‘( CzO) and C,, = n( C&J = V( C,). 
Finally, since C,, and C,, are images of Lie subgroups under the projection maps, 
C,,) is a compact nilmanifold and C,, is a torus. Thus dim( C,) = dim( C,,). 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose F, + Si + Bi, i = 1,2, are manifoldJiber bundles of n-dimensional 
solvmanifolds, and f, g : S, + Sz are fiber-preserving maps. If 7, g are the induced maps 
from B, to B2, let C,=Coin(f,g), C,=f(C,). Then 
(1) Zf b, < b,, then N(f; g) = 0. 
(2) Zf b, > b, and C, , c, are manifolds such that dim( C,) - dim( C,) < b, - bz, then 
N(f, g) = 0. 
Proof. First consider b, < b,. By applying transversality to f x g : B, + B2 x Bz, there 
exist 7’ -7 and g’ = g with f’ x g’ transverse to the diagonal A, c B2 x B2. But 
dim( B,) + dim(A,) < dim( B, x B2), so Coin( f’, 2’) = B. Lifting the homotopy to S, 
produces f ‘= f and g’= g with Coin(f ‘, g’) = 0. Then N(f; g) = N(f ‘, g’) = 0. 
If 6, > b2, consider instead Ci = p;‘( C,). These are manifolds, with J; g : C, + C2. 
Now apply transversality to f x g : C, + Cz x Cz. 
dim(C,)+dim(A(Cz))=2n-b,-b,+dim(C,)+dim(C,) 
while 
dim( Cz x C,) = 2n - 2b, + 2 dim( C,). 
That is, 
dim(CzxCZ)-dim(C,)-dim(A(C2))=b,-bZ+dim(CZ)-dim(C,)>0. 
Thus there exist f ‘, g’: C, + C, homotopic to f and g with Coin( f ', g') =,@. These 
maps may be chosen to be fiber preserving over C, . 
To extend f ', g' to all of S, , take tubular neighborhoods p, : D, + C, and pz : II2 +
C2. These may be chosen so that f and g are fiber preserving: f 0 p, = p2 of and 
g 0 p, = pz 0 g. Then pi 0 pi : Dj + Ci is a fiber bundle with fiber D”’ x Fi, andf; g : D, + 
Dz are fiber-preserving maps covering 1 g : c, + C?, . 
Choose a strong deformation retraction r : D, x Z + D, x (0) u C, x Z such that 
r(a D, x I) + aD, x (0) is projection onto the first factor. Define F: D, x (0) u C, x I + 
D2 by f) D, and the homotopy from f 1 C, to f '. Define G: D, x (0)~ C, x I + D, 
similarly. F and G are fiber-preserving maps over C, , with F, denoting the restriction 
of F to the fiber over c E C, . Locally, (x, t) E D, x I can be written as (c, d,f; t) 
with cEC,,dED”‘, , f E F,. Extend F to D, x Z by defining F(c, d,f, t) =(f(c), 
Fc 0 r (c, d,f; 1)). These local maps agree on overlaps, and so form a map F : D, x Z + 
D2 with each F, covering f and F, jaD, =,fj aD,. A map G: D, x Z + Dz is similarly 
constructed. 
Define maps f ", g": S, + S2 by f "1 D, = F, , f' = f otherwise. Clearly, f "-L g" = g, 
and since f ", g" cover 7, g, Coin(f ‘I, g”) c C, But on C, , f' = f' and g” = g’, so 
Coin(f “, g”) = Coin(f ‘, g’) = 0. Thus N(f, g) = N(f ", g") = 0. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Zf S,, S, are solvmanifolds, n > 0 such that either T; # 1, r; = 1, or 
rr(l*, # 1, &’ = 1, then everyf, g : S, + S, have L(f, g) = N(J; g) = 0. 
In particular, if Sz is a nilmanifold and S, is not, or if Sz is a torus and S, is not 
then L(f; g) = N(J; g) = 0 for all f and g. 
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These give conditions under which fibrations of the same dimension are not 
needed. On the other hand, there is a simple condition which guarantees that 
fibrations of the same dimension can be constructed. Given A g : S, + S, and r, E 
,Y^(,,), let K, =f;‘(r,) n g,‘(T,). If dim(K’) = dim(rJ, then the fibrations induced 
by K, and r, have fibers of the same dimension. Moreover, this condition is 
independent of the point in Coin(J; g) chosen as the base point. 
Theorem 3.4. Let J; g : S, + Sz be maps between n-dimensional solvmanlfolds with 
N(f, g) # 0, S, E Coin(f; g) is an element of an essential coincidence class and s2 = 
f (s,). Then 
(1) For every ni there exists a l-i E ,Ir(n,) with dim(rt) = dim(ni) and 
f,(ri), g,(T;) E N(v;). For every ,y’ an analogous r’,” exists. 
(2) f+, g, : dS1, sl) + --(S2, 4 have Coin(f+, g+) = 1. 
Proof. We begin with the case of S2 a torus. Since N(f; g) # 0, S, is likewise a torus. 
Part (1) is trivial; to prove part (2) note that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between coincidence classes off and g and fixed point classes off -g+id, which 
is index preserving. Thus N(f; g) = N(f -g+id) = L(f -g+id). From [8], Fix((f - 
g + id),) = 0. Since tori are topological groups, (f - g + id), =f# - g, + id,. Thus 
Coin&, g,) = Fix((f- g + id),) = 0. 
Let us begin the general case by establishing some notation. All fundamental 
groups will be based at s,, s2 or their images under the obvious fiber maps. As the 
groups ri are constructed inductively, let Fi be the fiber through s, of the fibration 
induced by r{, and let f’, g’ be the restrictions off and g to that fiber. 
In the general case, we prove part (2) for ni only. The proof for ~1” is analogous. 
We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, S, is a circle. For the inductive step on 
n, prove part (1) by induction on i. Begin with i = 0 by taking ry = r, . Now suppose 
ri-’ exists. If ni =O, then take ri = 0. If not, consider the homomorphisms 
fs,g,:r;-bTTT;-! Let Q, = TI-‘/N(rrl), Q2 = N(~i-‘)/N(7ri). Note that Q’ is 
nilpotent and Q2 is Abelian. Since f+( ri), g,(n;) C vi, we can form the diagram 
I- N(T;) - r;-1 - 
f* Ec II fi?jl&?_ 
l- N(x;) -N(&‘) - Qz -1 
and corresponding fibrations 
Without loss, we can assume that the maps x g: N, + T2 satisfy the hypothesis of 
Lemma 3.1. Since N(f; g) # 0 on S, and rr,/ri-‘, rr,/~~~’ are nilpotent, Lemma 2.1 
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and the induction hypothesis imply that N(fiP’, g’-‘) # 0 on F;-‘. Then dim( c,) - 
dim( c,) 2 dim( N,) - dim( T2) a 0. But 
dim( c,) - dim( c,) = dim(ker( f,) n ker(g,)) 
so ri =f#‘( rr;) n g,‘( r;) has dim(rf) 2 dim( N( ri)). 
Let Ff + Fi-’ + B, be the fibration induced by ri. Since N(fi-‘, g”) f 0, Lemma 
3.2 implies that dim(ri) G dim( N( n:)), so dim(ri) = dim( N( vi)). Applying Lemma 
2.1 again, we find N(f’, gi) # 0, with F: a nilmanifold, so Fi is a nilmanifold and 
rf E X( 7r,). 
To complete the induction step, we must show Coin(f#, g#) = 1. Take the fibra- 
tions induced by rr: and rt. Without loss, we may assume that S, is not a torus, 
so that dim(rr:) f 0. Since N(f, g) # 0, we have N(f’, g’) # 0 and N(f, g) # 0. Thus 
we may assume inductively that Coin(fL, gb) = 1, Coin(f,, 8,) = 1. Now consider 
the diagram 
A simple diagram chase along the lines of [8] shows that Coin(&, g#) = 1. 0 
Theorem 3.4 provides both the fibrations needed to prove Theorem 1 and the 
information required to relate coincidence classes in the base, total space and fiber. 
With these results in hand, we now proceed to the theorem proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove the theorem first for S, a torus, and then prove the 
general result by induction on the dimension of the manifold. If S2 is a torus, then 
either S, is a torus or f and g are homotopic to coincidence-free maps. If S, is a 
torus, then a point x E S’ is a coincidence off and g if and only if x is a fixed point 
off - g + id. Moreover, there is a one-to-one correspondence between coincidence 
classes in Coin(l g) and fixed point classes in Fix(f- g + id) which is index preserv- 
ing: I& = IfC__R+id,id. Since f-g + id is homotopic to some h with exactly L(h) = 
L(f, g) fixed points [6], all with the same index *l, homotoping f to f’= g + id+ h 
and taking g’= g yields the result. 
For the general case, note that the only orientable solvmanifolds of dimension 1 
or 2 are tori. This starts the induction, and allows us to assume the dimension is 
greater than 2. Then Schirmer’s theorem implies that f and g are homotopic to 
coincidence-free maps if N(f, g) = 0. If N(f, g) # 0, take the fibration of S, induced 
by & if S2 is a nilmanifold (where rr; f 1, z-J = 1); or by n: if it is not. Denote the 
fibration by F2 + S, + B,. This fibration will be orientable if S2 is a nilmanifold, and 
in all cases, B2 is a nilmanifold. Since N(J; g) # 0, there exists a fibration F, + S, + B, 
such that dim( Fl) = dim( FJ and (up to homotopy) f and g are fiber preserving. 
Moreover, we may assume inductively that (again, up to homotopy) f and g cover 
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maps 7, g which have exactly N(j, g) fixed points, all with the same coincidence 
index *l and all forming distinct coincidence classes. Moreover, N(f, g) # 0 and 
Coin(f,, g#) = 1. Thus by Lemma 2.1, each coincidence class in S, lies in a single 
fiber over B, , and consists of a single coincidence class of fh, gb : F, + F2. 
Now let C be a coincidence class in S, which lies in the fiber over b. By induction, 
the index of C in F, is tl, -1 or 0, while the index of b in B, is either +I or -1. 
Thus, from the product formula for the index, the index of C in S, is either +l, -1 
or 0. Applying Schirmer’s theorem again, there exist homotopic maps f’, g’ such 
that each coincidence class in Coin(f’, g’) is a single point with index +l. 
Finally, if Sz is a nilmanifold, then the fibration is orientable. By induction, all 
points in Coin(i 2) have the same index, and in the fiber over each point, all classes 
in Coin(&, g,,) have the same index in Fh. Thus all have the same index in S, . Since 
the fibration is orientable, all restrictions to fibers over Coin(f; g) have the same 
homotopy type, and so have the same index. q 
Of course, Theorem 2 follows trivially from Theorem 1 and the definitions of 
Uf; g) and N(f, g). 
The equality N(f; g) = IU_6 g)] need not hold if S, is not a nilmanifold. For 
example, take S, = S2 = S, where S is formed as a quotient space of 3’ by (x, y, z) - 
(x + a, (- 1)“~ + b, (-1)“~ + c), a, b, c E 2’. S is a solvmanifold with fundamental ZY2 i 
9, with a E 64 acting on (6, c) by a . (b, c) = ((-l)“b, (-1)“~). The sequence 
l+zP+%-(S)‘%:‘l 
induces a fibration T2 + S + S’, with r(S’) acting as -id on rr( T2), and so acting 
trivially on H2( T2). Thus S is orientable, but the fibration is not orientable. 
Nowtakef=id:S+Sanddefineg:S -+ S by g[x, y, z] = [-x, 0,2z 1. Fixed points 
occur at [0, 0, 01, [$, 0, 01, [i, 0, f], [& 0, $j. Each forms a distinct fixed point class. 
The points [& 0, 01, [i, 0, 31, [i, 0, $1 each have index +l, while the point [0, 0, 01 has 
index -1. Thus iV(id, g) = 4 while L(id, g) = 2. 
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